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side of rectangular section, 
side of rectangular section, 
torsional stiffness,
plate stiffness, or flexural rigidity of plate, 
modulus of elasticity,
shearing modulus of elasticity, modulus of rigidity, 
thickness of plate, 
moment of inertia,
moment of inertia of some reference section for beam 
with variable I,




final flexural end moment at 1, in beam 12,
final flexural end moment at 2, in beam 12,
flexural fixed end moment at 1, in beam 12,
flexural fixed end moment at 2, in beam 12,
bending and twisting moments per unit length of sections 
of a flat plate,
shearing forces per unit length of sections of a flat 
plate,
intensity of lateral pressure on the flat plate, 
torsional moment,
final torsional end moment at 1, in beam 12, 
final torsional end moment at 2, in beam 12,
Vw







a torsional fixed end mordent at 1, in beam 12,
« torsional fixed end moment at 2, in beam 12, 
a vertical force parallel to Z-Z axis, 
a deflection of flat plate,
a unit normal stresses in x and y directions, respectively,
a total angle of twist of the cross section,
a final angle rotation at joint 1,
a final angle rotation at joint 2,
a torsional stiffness factor, see Table 1,
a unit shearing stress on plane perpendicular to x axis and 
parallel to y axis,
a final vertical displacement at joint 1,
» final vertical displacement at joint 2,
» Poisson*s ratio,
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INTRODUCTION
Since the procedure for the theoretical solution of a rectangular 
flat plate or slab is complex, many approximate methods for determining 
the moments and deflections of such plate have recently been developed* 
One of these methods is the so called Slope -De fie ction-Oyr at ion Method^* 
which is performed by means of basically well-known structural theories 
- slope-deflection and torsion*
For a given plate, it is assumed that the plate is to be divided 
up into a grid of strips or equivalent beams at right angles to each 
other. The joints of this grid are assumed to be rigidly intersected 
and be permitted to deform under certain normally uniform loads. The 
deformation characteristics of this assumed gridwork will be analogous 
t© those of a plate* These uniform loads are also to be divided into 
several equivalent panel loads acting at the joints of this grid. Mo­
ments and torsions of each joint are then computed and joint equili­
brium equations are established. Symmetry of structure and loading 
combined with the electronic computer to solve the simultaneous equa­
tions simplify the solution of a complex problem. This method some­
times is referred to as strip-method or equivalent-beam method. Other 
similar analysis of flat plates has been developed through the uses of
1. Ignacui Martin and Jose Hernandez, "Orthogonal gridworks loaded 
normally to their planes", Paper 2344, Journal of the structural 
division, Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, 
Vol. S6, No. ST1, January I960.
Also, P. Y. Wu, "Deformations and bending moments for a b uilding 
slab with a central opening", Un-published Master’s degree thesis, 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, Missouri, 1961.
moment and torsion distribution process , and the application of statics 
2
ratio .
The purpose of this investigation is to study, through the slope- 
deflection-gyration method, the effect on deflections of a rectangular 
flat plate by varying the number of the divided strips and also the 
strip widths. The results of ten different cases for a square flat 
plate, with all clamped-edges, loaded uniformly have been plotted, and 
compared with the available theoretical solution by elastic theory.
1
1. Ewell, Okubo and Abrams, Reflection in gridworks and slabs” Paper 
2520, Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 
117, 1952.
2. Howard L. Furr, "Numerical method for approximate analysis of build­
ing slabs”, Title No. 56-33, Journal of the American Concrete Insti­
tute, Vol. 31, No. 6, June I960.
Since 1914 the slope-deflection method developed by Axel Bendixen 
in Germany, has become particularly useful for solving rigid-joint 
structures. The unknowns in this method are joint rotation, 0^, and 
relative joint deflection,A,
The general expressions of slope-deflection equations for the end 
moments Mn 9 and °f any beam 12, Fig. 1, with variable moment of
SLOPE-DEFLECTION METHOD
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in which IQ is the moment of inertia of some reference section. The
value of the coefficients C^, Cg and and the fixed-end moments 
and depends upon the relative variations of I along the beam withi
respect to I0. If I is constant in the span and equal to 1 ^  about the 
neutral axis X-X of any section (see Fig. 2), these equations become
2EI
L “ {2Ji + 92 - 3 r + 3 r 1 + ^ (3a)
“a ” L
(ex + 282 - 3 + 3 ^ 2 ) + 
L L
(4a)
Let Igg/L equal to K, the above equations (3a) and (4a) can be written 
as
M L 2 -2ffi(291 + e2 - 3 ^ + 3 ^ ) + 4 2 (3b)
M2 1 « 2 E K ( © 1 + 2 e 2 - 3 ^ + 3 ^ ) + l ^ 1 (4b)
The sign convention will be as follows: Positive moments are 
moments which are clockwise acting on the joint. Positive rotations 
of joint are clockwise. Positive vertical displacements of joint 
are downward. Positive shear forces and vertical loads tend to dis­
place the joint upwards.
X
Neutral axis
Fig. 2 Beam section about the neutral axis
TORSION
The solutions of torsion problems were first found by Saint Venant 
in 1855* These solutions show that, with the exception of circular 
cross section, the plane cross section before twisting is no longer 
plane; that is, warping of the cross section takes place during twist­
ing (see Fig. 3). In 1903 Ludwig Prandtl published the Torsion- 
Membrane Analogy. He observed that the differential equation of the








Section of rectangular 
shaft
torsion is the same as the differential equation for the shape of a 
thin and stretched membrane subjected to lateral pressures.
For a rectangular section, Fig. 3c, the torsional stiffhess is *S.
1. G. ¥. Thayer and H. ¥• March, "The torsion of members having sections 
common to aircraft construction", NACA Report 334, 15th Annual report 
1929, pp 671 ff.
S. Timoshenko and J. N. Goodier, "Theory of elasticity", (2nd edition) 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., N. Y., 1951* PP 275-280.
H. L. Furr, "Approximate elastic analysis of slabs with openings". 




5 ^  = C = i G ( 2 a ) ( 2b ) 3 ( l - g 2 | 3  —  t a n h  2 £ S )  5 2b ; ( 5 a )
n = l , 3 >5 . •
OC
8 “ (ab3)( 1  2
■ 1 4- nrtVl 2.
5 t M h  L ( 5b )
» * l , 3 , f 11
where 0 is total angle of twist of cross section over the twisted length 
L, G is the shearing modulus of elasticity, T is the torsional moment*





2b 3 X -
which we denote by the letter X a n d  is called the shape factor depending 
on the ratio a/b* Then, equation (5b) reduces to
1 ( ,3v 16 » bv'G8 = («*> ) ( ~  - K~) l
Observing that
= (l/l2) (2a) (2b)3,
G = (l/2)E(l +: t>),
( 6 )
or ab3 = (4/3)(Ixx)
where \> is Poissonfs ratio; and let l> = l/6 for concrete, then
G = 33/7
Substituting ab^ and G in terms of I and E into equation (6), which 
reduces
— S & — = 0.321429 (M  - x b) (7 a )
“ Sex/*' ^ a
The right side of equation (7a) is dependent upon the value of 
(Ab/a), and now is denoted by 0^.; the equation then becomes
- K
or T =» EK © (7b)
Values of X  and 0  ^are tabulated
in Table 1.
It is obvious that, for a very thin rectangular plate, i.e#, b»a, 
the value of Ab/a of equation (6) approaches zero; gives
in which K represents the term IXXA»«
T/Q
T G (2a)(2b)3
9 L 3 (8)
which is the same form of torsional stiffness for a rectangular section 
having infinite width b.
Now, consider any section of beam 12, the final torsional end 
moment at end 1, T19, due to rotations at 1 and 2, or 9^ and 9^ res­
pectively, and torsional fixed end moment T^ *9 is
T.^ = 0t EK (e^ - 02) + (9»)
In similar way, the final torsional moment at end 2 may be expressed
T =. fL EK (©2 -  ©jJ + tL  (9b)
The sign convention for positive torsion is considered when the torsion 
twists the joint at a clockwise rotation# The twisting angle rotating 
about a joint in a clockwise direction is also considered positive#
TABLE 1
VALUES OF X  AND 0t FOR TORSI® OF A RECTANGULAR SECTION
0t = 0.321429 (16/3 - W a )
a/b A.1 2 (b/a)(A.) (16/3 -Ab/a) 0 2
2.00 3.34885 1.67442 3.65891 1.17608
2.25 3.35564 1.49140 3.84193 1.23491
2.50 3.35873 1.34349 3.98984 1.28245
3.00 3.36079 1.12026 4.21307 1.35420
3.50 3.36121 0.96035 4.37298 1.40560
4.00 3.36132 0.84033 4.49300 1.44418
4.50 3.36133 0.74696 4.58637 1.47419
5.00 3.36133 0.67226 4.66107 1.49820
6.00 3.36133 0.56022 4.773H 1.53422
7.00 3.36133 0.48019 4.85314 1.55994
s.oo 3.36133 0.42017 4.91316 1.57923
9.00 3.36133 0.37344 4.95989 1.59425
10.00 3.36133 0.33713 4.99720 1.60624
11.00 3.36133 0.30558 5.02775 1.61606
12.00 3.36133 0.28011 5.05322 1.62425
13.00 3.36133 0.25856 5.07477 1.63118
14.00 3.36133 0.24010 5.09323 1.63711
15.00 3.36133 0.22409 5.10924 1.64226
1. A more complete table -will be found in ’Wemoire stir La Torsion des 
Prismes", LtAcademie des Sciences de L fInstitut de fiance, Memoires 
Presentes par divers Savants, Vol. 14, 1856, published by De Saint-
Venant. pp 559-560.
2. H. L. Furr, op. cit.
ANALYSIS OP THEORETICAL DEFLECTION OF RSCTANGULAR FLAT PLATE
A flat plate may be thought of as a two dimensional beam, which 
resists the app3.ied loads normally or transversely by means of direct 
stresses, shear stresses, bending stresses and torsional stresses.
When deriving the differential equations for the thin flat plate 
loaded normally, the following assumptions are made.
1. The material is homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic.
2. The normals of the middle plane before bending remain perpen­
dicular to the middle plane after bending.
3* The middle plane remains unstrained after bending.
4« The deflection of the plane, w, is small compared with the 
thickness•
5. The thickness of the slab is small in comparison with the least 
lateral dimension of the plate.
6. Strains follow Hooke Ts Law.
7. The direct stress parallel to the loaded direction is small 
compared with the other stress components and may be neglected in the 
stress-strain relations.
S. Vertical shear does not effect the bending of the plate. 
Consider a differential element of flat plate subjected to a uni­
formly distributed load q, Fig. 4* By applying Hookets Law and the
equations of equilibrium to the free body of this differential element
1leads to the following equations , 1
1. S. Timoshenko, ^Theory of plates and shellsn, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., N. Y., 1940• pp 85-88.
10
Pig. 4 Elenant of plate with applied loads and nonants
v V W 4 w t  2 * 4w . a h  _ a 2
a  4  ^  2 2 + 4  D 3 x  B x  ay  By
(1 0 a )
M = -  D ( + p  )
x  2 2
B y
(10b )
M -  -  D ( ^ L + ^  ) 
y a y  9 x
(lO e)
M =* -  M = D fl - l> b 2w
:xy y x  7 B^ x  B y
(lO d)
0 s . ^ X  _  n ^  V ^ 2W . ^ 2W >
■ay -ax a x  a x 2 3 y 2
(lOe)
0 -  2 i k  -  t^SL- -  D 2 .<+ 2 i k  ) 
* B y  b x  a y  2 2
b x  By
(lOf)
where D is called the flexural rigidity of a plate cr plate stiffness = 
Eh3/I2(l - P 1 2), h is the thickness of plate, and Pis Poisson’s ratio.
It is interesting to note that when the deflection is known, the bending 
moments, and 1-y, twisting moments, and M^_, and shearing forces,
Q and !<  can be found from equation (10), It must also be observed thatX j
the values of M^, M , K^, and Q^ _ obtained from the above equa­
tions are per unit length. Direct and shearing stresses can be calcu­
lated through the following equations:
Ez t B*W . ,? b ^W \
2 ' 2 +// °
1 - P  B y ~
(11a)
1. This fourth order partial differential equation was first developed by
Lagrange in 1811. See "A history of elasticity and strength of mate­
rials”, Vol. 1, by Isaac Todhunter and Karl Pearson (Cambridge Univer­
sity Press, 1886). pp 147-160.
(11b)
- Ez , ,
= -  Y  ( 2 ~ + ? — T) 
7 1 - i)"Sy -sx
'T' =3 —
xy
Ez 2^  w
1 + \? 'ax -ay a 2GZ
2^ w 
■^x ay (lie)
in -which z is the distance in question from the middle surface; and posi­
tive z is defined by measuring it downward from this middle surface*
In determining the deflected surface of a plate, the integration of 
the partial differential equation (10a) for a given load distribution and 
for given conditions at the boundary of the plate is required*
The problems of a thin homogeneous isotropic rectangular plate having
a uniform thickness with various boundary conditions have been, in the
1course of time, worked out by many investigators * But, when a hole is
present in the plate or when the thickness of plat® is non-uniform, the
solutions become large and impracticle.
For a uniformly loaded rectangular plate with four clamped edges, the
solution was first developed by Hencky in 1913, and, later, Boobnoff in
21914* Hencky*s solution may be expressed as
w = _SL (_af _ x2) ( - ^  -  y2) -  _ ^ 4 r  
SD 4 4 i6tl2d
f ao nJtx
An 003 ~ 5 ~
3 ..___ n 2
nil,3,5*. oosh ■
>  n 








1* A. Nadai, ,fElastische Platten”, 1925; A. E. H* Love, ”The mathematical 
theory of elasticity”, Cambridge University Press, London, 1927; 
and S* Timoshenko, ”Theory of plates and shells”, McGraw-Hill Book Co*, 
Inc*, New York, 1940*
2* I* A. Wojtaszak, "The calculation of maximum deflection, moment, and 
shear for uniformly loaded rectangular plate with clamped edges”, The 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Transaction, Vol* 59, 1937, 
A-173 - A-176.
13
in which, the notation used are (see Fig. 5) 
a =5 length of plate in x-directicn, 
b « length of plate in y-direction, 
h a thickness of the plate,
q * intensity of lateral pressure on the plate,
D » plate stiffness,
E 3 modulus of elasticity,
P 3  Poissonfs ratio,
w 3 deflection of any point of the plate,
and, is a function of x alone and Y is a function of y alone:
L a i  sinh cosh - 2x cosh sinh (13a)11 2o d 2d d
Y = b sinh S!^ cosh - 2y cosh sinh S2X  (13b)n 2a a 2a a
Y
Fig. 5 Co-ordinate system for elamped-edges rectangular flat plate
From equation (12), it is seen that w vanishes at the boundaries of 
the plate and satisfies equation (10a). The coefficients and Bn must 
be so determined that the following two boundary conditions are satisfied
' S3 0 for X 3 + a-SX ~ 2
•aw ’ 3 0 for y ® + b- 2
14
Values of An and Bp are dependent cn the ratio of b/a and odd 
values of n and are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3^ respectively for prac­
tical use. By applying equation (12), a set of numerical values of 
deflection for certain particular points of a clamped-edges square flat 
plate under uniform loads has been worked out a3 seen in Appendix.
1. I. A. Wojtaszak, op. cit
TABLE 3. VALUES OF Br FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF b/a
\  n 
b/k 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
1 +1.4133 +1.3232 +1.2291 +1.1493 +1.0863
3 +0.0943 +0.0223 -0.0426 -0.0900 -0.120S
5 -0.1096 -0.0860 -0.0596 -0.0355 -0.0151
7 +0.0765 +0.0674 +0.0559 +0.0445 +0.0341
9 -0.0523 -0.0487 -0.0434 -0.0377 -0.0321
n +0.0365 +0.C353 +0.0329 +0.0300 +0.0268
13 -0.0260 -0.0259 -0.0250 -0.0236 -0.0219
15 +0.01SS +0.0193 +0.0192 +0.0187 +0.0177
17 -0.0133 -0.0146 -0.0149 -0.0149 -0.0344
19 +0.0102 +0.0111 +0.0117 +0.0119 +0.CH8
21 -0.0076 -0.0085 -0.0092 -0.0096 -0.0097
23 +0.C057 +0.0066 +0.0073 +0.0078 +0.0080
25 -0.0042 -0.0050 -0.005S -0.0064 -0.0067
27 +0.0031 +0.0039 +0.0047 
. .. . —  —
+0.0052 +0.0055
SL0PB-DEFLEX3T ION -GYRAT ION METHOD
Die slope-deflection-gyration method is essentially a method used 
by taking the torsional stiffness into account as well as the flexural 
stiffness to find deflections* An orthogonal gridwork as used in this 
paper can be calculated if the torsional moments and flexural moments 
are expressed in terms of joint rotation and joint displacement* Wien 
a thin flat, uniformly loaded rectangular plate is divided into several 
strips, and is replaced by a system of orthogonal gridworks with joint 
loads acting at the intersections of these grids or joints, the equa­
tions for the flexural and torsional end moments and joint equations of 
equilibrium can be established* For each joint of grid, three joint 
equations may be established to satisfy three unknowns: two angle 
rotations and one joint deflection*
Consider a thin flat rectangular plate, uniformly loaded and clamp­
ed along all four edges, as shown in Fig* 6, to be divided into five 
strips in two mutually perpendicular directions* The strips at two ends 
are called edge strips, while in the middle one the center strip* The 
strip between the edge strip and center strip is called the intermediate 
strip* These strips are replaced by so called grid-beams or strip-beams 
at the center lines of each corresponding strip, forming the grid* It 
must be emphasized here again that all joints of this grid before de­
formation shall be treated as rigidly connected, and hence, remain or­
thogonal at the joints, in this case,after deformation* The slope 
deflection method and torsional method may then be applied* The joint 
loads may be defined by referring to Fig. 6 as
N l T v- Clamped edges H
(a)
Fig. 6 A rectangular flat plate under uniformly distributed loads 
to be replaced by a gridwork with the joint loads acting 
at each corresponding grid joint
(14a)_2_4 (^LA1 + h.2^ X +
(L + L ) x (Ln_ + L )
4 L 12 23 G2 25
jl
4 l^ LAl' x  ^ 1  + Ll V  + 2 ^  1 X
(14b)
(14c)
Similar expressions can be obtained for ether strip-beams. It may be 
observed that in this particular gridwerk, consideration of symmetry 
can be taken about the X-X and Y-Y axes of the structure itself, and 
also about the diagonal axes N-N and M-M of loadings; hence, the number 
of joints, and the number of simultaneous linear equations can be re­
duced. When the deflections at points 1, 4, 5, 7, $ and 9 in Fig. 6 
are determined, the deflected surface for this plate can be entirely
plotted.
The three equations of joint equilibrium of any point 1 (see Fig. 
7) may be ■written as
2 M  = Ml2 + M13 + T1 4 + 'ri 5 - 0
- - T13 * 0
+ M + M + M + M - M - M 
12 21 13 31 14 41
- M - M 
15 51
*12 ha hu h 5
(15a)
(15b)
~ P1 =* 0 (15c)
Sign convention for the slope-deflection-gyration method is as 
follows:
Positive moments are moments which acts clockwise on the joint.
Positive torsion twists the joint in a clockwise rotation.
Positive rotations of joint are clockvd.se•
Positive vertical displacements of joint are downwards.
Positive shear forces and vertical loads tend to displace joint 
upwards•
Fig. 7 Analysis of a grid joint
PROCEDURE FCR THE S LOPE-DEFLECT 1CH -G-YRATI ON METHOD
The general procedure for solving a thin flat rectangular plate 
loaded uniformly* and normally to its own plane by the slope-deflec- 
tion-gyration method may be summerized in the following steps:
1* Divide the plate into a desirable number of strips in two 
muturally perpendicular directions.
2. Replace these strips by the 3trip-beams or grid-beams at the 
center lines of strips. This forms the grid.
3. Calculate the stiffness (K - i/L) values for each individual 
strip-beams.
4* Obtain all necessary torsional stiffness factor for the use 
of torsional end moments.
5. Apply the joint loads to the corresponding joints.
6. Use the slope-deflection equations to obtain the flexural end 
moments for each strip-beam.
7. Apply the torsional effect to obtain the torsional end moments 
for each strip-beam.
8. Establish the joint equations of equilibrium for each grid 
joint.
9. Substitute the numerical values of the flexural and torsional 
end moments and joint loads obtained from the above steps (6), (7) and 
(5), respectively, into the joint equations of equilibrium obtained 
from step (8). A set of simultaneous linear equations in terms of 
joint rotations and deflections is now established.
10. Solve these joint equations of step (9) either by electronic
computer or by matrix algebra
11. Substitute the results from, step (10) into the equations of 
the flexural and torsional end moments of steps (6) and (7) to obtain 
the numerical values of flexural and torsional moments.
In order to study the effect of an all-clamped-edges rectangular 
flat plate by applying the slope-deflection-gyration method, ten cases 
taking different strip widths and different number of divided strips 
have been investigated. A square rectangular flat plate in constant 
dimensions and,' a uniformly distributed load are used throughout these 
cases to reduce the variable factors involved during the process of 
analyses.
Various K and 0  ^values for the strip-beams of the corresponding 
case are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The joint loads are 
contained in Table 6.
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TABLE 4. K VALDES (Bl3)
CASE h. K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 "7 K8 K9
1 27*00 36.00 23.50 18.00 - - - - -
2 32.40 46.80 12.46 18.00 - - - - -
3 20*25 22.50 16.20 18.00 - - - - -
4 40.50 63.00 11.57 18.00 - - - -
5 27.00 36.00 13.50 18.00 - - - - -
6 31.50 49.50 12.60 19.30 10.50 16.50 - - -
7 36.00 63.00 12.00 21.00 9.00 15.75 - - -
8 27.00 36.00 13.50 18.00 - - - - -
9 28.80 45.00 50.40 13.09 20.45 22.91 10.29 16.07 18.00
10 24.30 31.50 32.40 14.29 18.53 19.06 13.50 17.50 18.00
TABLE 5. 0t VALUES
CASE « V i (0t)2 CASE »t>i <*t>2
1 1.594 6 1.543 1.605
2 1.594 7 1.534 1.611
3 1.594 8 1.514 1.564
4 1.594 9 1.489 1.570
5 1.554 10 1.514 1.560
TABLE 6. LOADINGS (KIPS)
CASE pi P2 P3 P4 P1 5 p6 P„/ p3 P9
1 5.569 7.425 7.425 9.900 - - - - -
2 5.569 8.044 8.044 11.619 - - ~ -
3 5.569 6.138 6.188 6.875 - - - - -
4 5.569 8.663 8.663 13.475 - - - -
5 3.132 4.177 4.177 5.569 - - “ - -
6 2.729 4.288 4.283 6.738 - - - - -
7 2.475 4.331 4.331 7.580 - - - -
3 2.005 2.673 2.673 2.673 3.564 3.564 2.673 3.564 3.564
9 1.584 2.475 2.772 2.475 3.867 4.331 2.772 4.331 4.851
10 2.005 2.599 2.673 2.599 3.369 3.465 2.673 3.465 3.564
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SAMPLE GALCULATIOJS
A four edges-clamped rectangular flat plate is uniformly loaded* 
Find by the slope-deflection-gyration method the flexural and torsional 
moments and deflections at the joints of each grid through cases 1 to 
10* The data which are used for all ten cases are given as follows: 
Plate dimensions: IS ft by 18 ft, and 6 in* thick,
Uniform loadings: 275 lbs/sq ft over the entire plate area, 
Modulus of Elasticity (E): 3 x  10^ psi,
Poissonfs ratio (P)z 1/6 
Numerical sample for case 1 is given below:
(1) Divide this given plate into three strips, see Fig* 8(a)* The 
corresponding grid is seen from Fig. 8(b).
(2) Stiffness K values are obtained from the relation I^^/L ©r 
Table 4.
K1 " (Vl2)(54)(6)3/(3 x  12) = 27 in3
K2 - (l/l2)(72)(6)3/(3 x  12) = 36 in3 
K = (l/l2)(54)(6p/(6 x  12) =. 13.5 in3
K. = (l/!2)(72)(6)3/(6 x  12) - 18 in34
(3) Torsional stiffness factor 0^ values are obtained from equation 
(7a) or Table 5.
a * 4.5 x  12/2 - 27”, b * 6/2 = 3", 3 9,
hence, from Table 1, we get 
(0t\  * 1*594
Edge strip-beam
Fig* 8 (a) Clamped-edges flat plate divided into three strips
The corresponding grid for case 1Fig* S (b)
(4) Joint loads are obtained* by applying equation (14), or from 
Table 6.
P-j_ = (275/4)(9)(9) =* 5,569 lbs « 5.569 k
P2 = (275/4)(9)(12) = 7,425 lbs = 7.425 k
P = (275/4)(12)(12) = 9,900 lbs = 9.900 k
(5) Apply equations (3a) and (4a) to find the flexural end moments.
+ KA1 = - “bi -
+ M - - M  => 1A IB
+ % 3  = “ ^ 2  =
+ %  * - M 2C =
+ ^12 = ■ **13 "
+ ^21 = - «31 “*
+ ^34 = ■ M24 =




(®1 + 3 (16a)A1
2EK (2© + 3 i i ) (16b)1 1 LA1
2EK2
A-?
(e3 + 3 (l6o)
2EK2 A  o(20o-»* 3 j-^ -) 
3 %
(I6d)














(03 - 3 + 3 b k  }
(I6h)
(7b) and (9) to find the torsional end moments.
+ T1B - - T
+ TU  - - T 
+ T3! - - T





< 4 4  ^ i  ei
< 4 4  ® S  (ei " V
(/t )x EKj (©3 - © ^











^ U  + M 1 2 + T 1B + T1 3 - 0
MA1 + M1A **12 + M21
2(-- 7----- ) - 2(---------) - P- = -0
la i ±
S i *  ^ k *  ^ 3 1  = 0 (18c)
V + _ **34 + M43 + c(~ %  - M13} _ p „ o 
^ 3  *34 -Si 3
(I8d)
Joint Ui
M3/, + M. o
4(— =--- - P.
*34 4
(lSe)
(8) Substitute numerical flexural -end moments and torsional end 
moments of equations (16) and (17) into joint equations (18)* A set 
of five simultaneous linear equations in terms of angle rotations and 
deflections is then established.
£(226.557©! - 21.519©3 + 3.375 \  + 1*125 A j  = 0 (19a) 
E(6.75©! + 0.5625 A x - 0.0625 A,) = 5.569 (19b) 
E(-43.03881 + 259.038©3 + 4.5 Aj + 1.5 A  ) = 0 (19c) 
E(2.25©1 + 4.5©3 - 0.0625 A^ + 0.4375 A* - 0.0417 A^) = 7.425 (I9d) 
E(603 - 0.1667 A, + 0.1667 A 4 ) =» 9.9 (19*)
(9) The unknowns of tho above equations solved by LPG-30 electronic 
computer 9 are as follows :
91 = -1.2507/B = - 0.4169 x 10“3 raci# 
03 = -3.2291/E « - 1.0764 x 10~3 rad.
=* +34.524/E - + 0.0115 in 
A 3 = +86.536/B = + 0.028& in 
A 4 » +262.15/E =» + 0.0S74 in
(10) The final flexural and torsional moments are now obtained by-
substituting the solved angle rotations and deflections into equations




+ Mi2 = 




= + 8 7 .SO4 k-in  = + 7.317 k~f t
Mjjg rn + 2 0 .2 5 0 k~in = + 1 .68S k- t'b
Hc = +286.728 k~in „ +23.894 k_ft
MgU = + 54.240 k -in  = +  4.520 k_ft
WL, -  -  9.041 k-in  = -  0.753 k-ffc
H_, = + 24.736 k -111 = + 2.061 k_:efc
M = + 30.963 k_in => + 2.580 k~f t24
M, 2 = +147.207 k -“  « +12.267 k ~ n
T u  = -  53.841 k-in  = -  4.487 k_ffc
= + 42.565 k-in  = + 3 .547 k - f t
T = -  42.565 k- in  = -  3 .547 k-ffc 
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(n ) An approximate elastic deflected curve according to the re­
sults obtained from the above has been plotted in Fig. 9* Compare it 
with the theoretical curve by using equation (12) or the values in 
Appendix.
Distance from left edge (ft)
l?!.6’ _ 6' J?-, 0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9
Distance from left edge (ft)
Grid method 
Exact method
Fig. 9 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections 
along the Strip-beam indicated in sketch 
(for case 1 )
Cage 2: The same plate used in case 1 is divided into three strips 
similar to case 1 except different strip widths are formed, as shown in 
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Fig. 10 Strip layout of claaped-edges flat plate for oaae 2
can not be applied to this case. But, the basic flexural and torsional 
moments equations, and joint equations of equilibrium. (16), (17) and (IB) 
respectively may be used. The following five simultaneous linear equa­
tions are formed:
E(250.%7©1 - 19.86103 + 5.521 A^ + 0.959 A  ) - 0 (20*)
E(11.043 ^  + 0.913 A x - 0.0492 A  ) = 5.569 (20b)
E(-39"7226^ + 298.922©3 + 7.975 \  + 1.385 A  ) = 0 (20o)
E(1.9170-^ + 7.975©3 - 0.0492 ^  + 0.709 a 3 - 0.0355 A  ) = 8.044 (20d)
E(5.538©3 - 0.142 A + 0.142 A^) = 11.619 (2 0 e )
31





- 0.9235/E = - 0.3078 x 10~3 rad,
- 2.9682/E = - 0.9894 x 10"3 rad. 
+ 20.591/E = + 0.00666 in
+ 61.638/E = + 0.02050 in 
+ 259.22/E = + 0.08640 in





+ *3H = '
- MB1





+ H 34 =
2C
- Vy  =
- - M.
+ M43 = 
+ T1B = 
+ t13 =
24
- M  =42
- T =1A
12 “- T
+ 73.620 k“in 
+ 13.809 k-in 
+299.108 k- M  
+ 21.303 k_in 
-  6.638 k_in 
+ 16.363 k-in 
+ 59.960 k-in 
+166.808  k_in 




+ T31 - T21 - 40.615
k-in
1.151 
= +24.926 k-*t 
a + 1.775 k-ft
a - 0.553 k-ffc 
a + 1.364 k-ffc 
= + 4.999 k-ffc 
a +13.901 k_ft 
= ~ 3.972 k~ft 
= + 3.385 k-ft 
= - 3.385 k'lt
Case 3: Plate to be divided into three strips similar to case 1 as
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_ L
K 1 2 D
( * t h




_4’ 4- 4* jgj. 4 » _ 4 4» J
____8» ...J2*______8» ___— j
Fig. 11 Strip layout of claaped-edgea flat plate for oase 3
Apply equations (16), (17) and (IS) to give five numerical simultaneous 
linear equations as follows:
2(203.9020- - 25.S230o + 0.911 A, + 1.62 A  ) = 0 (21a)1 3  1 3
£(1.823% + 0.319 A  - 0.108 A3 ) = 5.569 (21b)
E(-51.646e., + 213.646 e + 1.013 A  + 1.8 A  ) = 0 (21o)
E(3.24% + 1.013e3 - 0.108 A  + 0.285 a  - 0.06 A^) =, 6.188 (21d)
E(7.20, - 0.24 A  + 0.24 A  ) . 6.875 (21e)
3 3  4
The solutions are
0± a - 1.9157A  33 - 0.6386 x 10~3 rad. 
0^ a - 3.4593A  53 ~ 1*1531 x  10"^ rad
33
A 1 = + 76.759/E = + 0.0256 in 
A 3 = +142.82/E = + 0.0476 in 
A 4 » + 275.24/E = + 0.0917 in
Th© flexural end moments and torsional end moments are then given by
+ = - }*£,_ = +117.370 k-ln = + 9.781 k_rt
+ M1A = “ *TB = + 39,396 k_in = + 3,316 k_ft
+  =  + 2 4 6 .1 0 0  k - i n  =  + 2 0 .5 0 8  k - ? t
+ Kjn = - V,2C = + 90.445 k~in = + 7.537 k~'ffc
+ Ml2 = - Hj, = - 17.137 k-in = - 1.428 k-ffc
+ M21 = ~ f31 = + 44,942 k_in * + 3,744 k-?t
+ m -10.687 k_;L11 = - 0.891 k-I~t
+ K43 =• - M,2 = +113.837 k_ln = + 9.486 k-:efc
+ = - Tu  = - 61.847 k_:Ln = - 5.154 k~ft
+ T13 - - T12 = + 39.852 k_ln = + 3.321 k-:Cfc
+ T31 3 ' T21 = ‘ 39.852 k~:ul = - 3.321 k_ft
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Case 4: Similar to case 1 except for different strip width, see Fig* 12*
Fig. 12 Strip layout of clanped-edges flat plate for case 4
Five simultaneous linear equations are given at the below:
E(291*289^ - 18.443©3 + 9.299 \  + 0.326 A^) s 0 (22a)
2(18.597^ + 1.727 A 1 - 0.0393 « 5.569 (22b)
E(-.36.8S691 + 360.386©3 + 14.464 ^  + 1.286 A^) = o (22c)
E(1.65301 + 14.46493 - 0.0393 ^  + 1.332 ^  - 0.0306 A^) » 8.663(22d)
E(5- ^ 3S3 " O'1223 ^  + V  = (22«)
The solutions are
e l  = - 0.6280/E = - 0.209 X  10“3 rad. 
9o «. - 2.6097/E = - 0.870 x  10'3 rad. 
* 1 "  + 10.906/E = + 0.00364 in 
A 3 a + 40.399/E » + 0.0135 in 
A. a + 259.96/E = + 0.086? in
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The corresponding values for flexural end moments and torsional end 
moments are to be
+ M = - M = + 59.557 k_in = + 4.963 k_ft A1 B1
+ llLX" “ “iB " + 8*693 k_iR “ + 0 *724 k_ft
k“ln v*_+ VSll3 - - Kq2 - +307.460 = +25.622
+ ILj - - lijj, = - 21.360 = - 1.760 k_ffc
+ VT-2 ~~ M 13 = " 4,701 k_in " ~ 0 *392 k_ffc
+ M21 = " kSl = + 9,331 k_in = + 0,819 k_ft
+ - - VI = + 94.455 k-in - + 7.871 k~ft
+ M,_ = - M. „ = +188.410 k_in = +15.700 k - n43 42
+ = - 40.540 k_in = - 3.378 k-ft
+ T13 = " T12 = + 36,549 k_in * + 3 .046  k_ft
+ T31 = -  » -  36.549 k-ln = -  3 .046 k -f t
Case 5 s In this case, flat plate is divided into four strips instead
of three (see Fig. 13)* Other conditions remain same as case 1*
Fig. 13 Strip layout of clamped-edges flat plate for case 5
The flexural end moments according to slope-deflection method are
+ MA1 =














2EKX (©1 + 3 ± i )
ia
2EK1 (2©! + 3 "A1
2EK2 (e3 + 3 -£2. )
^ 3
2EK2 (2Q^ + 3 5-"^ *)
2EK3 (20,L + 92 “ 3
2EK3 (©X + 202 - 3
)
- Mjg - + » U  <■ 2BK3 (20^ - 02)
A, A, .
2EK. (26, + 0. - 3 — ^ + 3  — 1k)










+ M43 " " \ 2 = ^  (S3 + 2G4 - 3 j-J + 3 j-i)
+ M4E “ " V  " - V  " + %  = * ^ 4  (2®4 - V
Hie torsional end moments are
+ TIB - T = 1A
* T2C 3 “ T3H " ^ 2  °2
+ T13 12
+ T31 - T21




& t h  M 3 (01 ~ V
(0^)1EK^ (03 - ©x)
<*t>2 ^ 4  (e2 " V
(0t )2 e k 4 (o 4 - 02)
+ T3G - T2D + T4F t4E 13 0
Joint equations of equilibrium are 
Joint 1:
m 1A + m12 + T1S + t X3 * 0














^3H + **34 + T31 + T3G 58 0 (25c)
j b . - t 3 a  _ V * . + ~ V  ~ iSa.. ~ V : {%  _ P 0 (220
% 3  *34 *31 *3G J




Substitute tha values of equations (23) and (24) into equation (25),
seven simultaneous linear equations are then obtained:
E(224*937©1 + 2702 -  20.979e3 + 4 .5  A3 + 1 .5  A j  = 0 (26a)
S(98x -  382 + A3 -  0 .111  Aj) = 3 .132  (26b)
£ ( -2 0 .9 7 9 ^  + 236.97963 + 360 ^  + 6 ^  + 2 A ) > 0  (260)
£ (1 .5 8 3  + 1 .5 8 2 + 663 -  284 -  0 .0555 + 0 .722 A  -  0 .0741 A^)
=■ 4.177 (26d)
£(2783 + 167.07682 - 28.6928^ - 1.5 A x + 1.5 A  ) = 0 (26e)
E(-28.69282 + 36©3 + 136.6928/+ - 2 A3 + 2 A^) = 0 (26f)
E(403 + 48^ - 0.148 A 3 + 0.148A ,) = 5.569 (26g)
Obtain the solutions of equation (26) by using computer,
O3 = - 0.8578/E = - 0.2859 x 10“3 rad.
®2 = - 0.4799/E = - 0.1599 x  10-3 rad.
83 = - 2.9174/E = - 0.9725 x  10-3 rad.
84 = - 1.7147/E = - 0.5716 x 10-3 rad.
A x = + 15.094A - + 0.00503 in
A 3 = + 51.183/E = + 0.0171 in 
A, = + 214.00/E = + 0.0713 in
The numerical values for the flexural end moments and torsional end
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moments are found by substituting the above obtained solutions into 
equations (23) and (24) respectively. They are as follows:
+ M a - Ugi = + 44.244 k_in = + 3.687 k_ft
+ K1A = ~ m ib = ~ 2,075 k_in = “ 0,173 k_ft
+ Mjj, - - MC2 = +199.410 k_in = +16.618 k'ft
+ M a - M = - 10.640 k_in = - 0.887 k_ft3H 20
+ ^  = - M 13 - - 5.142 k-in , _ 0.429 k-ft
+ Ma  = - = + 5.062 k-in = + 0.422 k_ft
+ M2D = “ MD 2 = _ M 3 G = t M G3 = -1-2.956 k_ln = - 1.080 k-ft 
+ ; a -  a  + 53.851 k-in a + 4■ 488 k -f t
+ M, 3 a - M, 2 a + 97.140 k -in  a + 8.095 k~ft
+ M4E = - = - M4F " + %  - -61.729 k_in - - 5.144k_ft
+ T1B = " T1A a “ 36.013 k_in = - 2.999 k-ft
+ a - T a - 27.536 k-in = _ 2,295 k-ft
+ Tjo a - T12 a + 43.209 k-in - + 3.601 k_ft
+ T31 ° ‘ T a  43.209 k-in = _ 3.601 k-^t
+ T24 = _ t34 = + 35,430 k_in = + 2,953 k-ft
+ T42 = - T43 = - 35.430 k-in = _ 2.953 k-ft
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Case 6; Similar to case 5* except the strip -widths are changed as 












Fig. 14 Strip layout of claapect-sdgea flat plat, for eas. 6
Seven simultaneous linear equations for this case are:
E(244.44781 + 25.292 - 19.4429 + 7.35 ^  + 1.4 A  ) =. 0 (27a)
- 2.892 + 1.724 A x - 0.1037 A  ) = -2.729 (27b)
E(-19.4429^ + 296.64293 + 39.60^ + 11.55 A^ + 2.2 A  =. 0 (27o)
E(1.49. +■ 1.492 + H .5593 - 2.20^ - 0.0518 + 1.406 A, - 0.0815 \ )
* 4.288 (27d)
E(25.291 + 182.62792 - 31.7799, - 1.4 A^  + 1.4 = 0 (27e)
E(-31.77992 + 39.68_ + 143.97994 - 2.2 A, + 2.2 A 4 ) = 0 (27f)
E(4.493 + 4.484 - 0.163 A 3 + 0.163 A^) ^ 6.738 (27g)
The numerical solutions are
41
53 - 0.5797/E a — 0.1932 x  10“3 rad.
©2 53 ~ O.4314/E =* — 0.143S x 10“3 rad.
O3 =» - 2.5041/E = - 0.8347 x  10“3 rade
©, 3 - 1.8228/E =1 - 0.6076 x  10”3 rad.L\r
*1 = + 7.8188/E = + 0.00261 in 
+ 33.151/E = + 0 . 0 U 1  in 
= + 191.29/E = + 0.063S in
and,
+ MA1 = - ^ 1  = ■*• 31.898 k“ln . + 2.63s k-ffc
+ - - M - - 4.620 k-in =. - 0.385 k-ft
+ = -  MC2 = +207.920 k_ln =. +17.327 k -f t
*____, k-in „ __k-ft+ =. -  = -  39.986 = ~  3 .332
+ M12 = -  Mj, = -  4 .621 k-in = -  0 .385  k_£t
+ =» -  M33. = -  0 .885 k_xn =■ -  0 .074  k-:£t
+ M2 D » - M D 2 » - K 3 G » + Mj, = - 9.060 k-in =. - 0.755 k-ft
+ => -  Mg, = + 77.400 k_in =» + 6.450 k - n
+ M. .  = -  M. „ = +104.380 k_in = + 8 .698 k_ft 43 42
+ =, -  = + Mp4 =. -  60.152 k- ln = -  5.013 k -f t
+ T1B a "  T1A = ~ 28*173 k-ln  = -  2 .348
+ T2C = '  T3H *  “ 34.275 k_in = "  2 *856 k_:ffc
+ t 13 = "  t 12 = + 37.415 k-in = + 3 .118  k_ft
+ T31 = "  T21 "  "  37.415 k_in -  -  3 .118  k _ft
+ T;,, = -  T =. + 44.217 k-il1 =* + 3*685 k -f t
+ T42 = -  T43 = -  44.217 k_ln = -  3 .685 k-ft
Case 7i Similar t© case 5 except the strips in spacing are arranged 
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Fig. 1 5  Strip lajrout of claiaped-edges flat plate for ease '
Seven simultaneous linear equations are given below:
£ ( 2 6 5 .6 3 ^  + 240,, -  18 . 408©3 + 10. 66? ^  + 1.333  a  ) = 0 
£(21.3336^ -  2.6670,, + 2.765 A1  -  0.0987 A ) = 2.475  
E ( - ie .4C8e1 + 354. 40863 + 428^ + 18.66? A, + 2.333 A )^ =, 0 
EC1.3338-L + 1.333©2 + IB . 667^~ 2.3330^ -  0.0494 a 1 + 2.469 
-  0.0864 A^) =. 4 .331
E(2401 + 201.32402 ~ 33.83104 - 1.333 ^  + 1.333 A 3 ) = 0 
E(-33.83102 + 42Q3 + 149.3310^ - 2.333 a 3 + 2.333 A ) = 0 









The numerical solutions are
43
®X = - 0.4159/E = - 0.1386 x 10~3 rad.
©2 =* - 0.3881/E = - 0.1294 x 10-3 rad.
63 => - 2.1S52/E => - 0.7284 x  10"3 rad.
©4 = - 1.8695/?: = - 0.6232 x  10-3 rad.
A X = + 4.5583/E = + 0.00152 in 
a 3 = + 23.214/E = + 0.00774 in 
a 4 =* + 176.59/E = + 0.05890 in
and,
+ m a i  = ~ “ bi ” + 24*754 k-in =* + 2.063 k_ft
+ “ u  ■ “ “ ib * - 5.191 k_in “ - 0*433 k_ft
+ ^  - KQ2 - +212.154 k_in = +17.680 k~ft
+ 1^H - - =. - 63.180 k-in =. - 5.265 k_ft
+ % 2  a ~ “ 13 * - 4.410 k_in » - 0.368 k_ft
+ M21 = - m  - 3.743 k-in = - 0.312 k-ft
+ M2D “ “ % 2  * “ M3G * + MG3 “ ~ 6,989 k_ln = “ °*5S2
+ M j4 . - - + 95.747 k-in => + 7.979 k_ffc
+ M,. = - M. _ +109.006 k-in » + 9.O84 k-ft4.? 4-*
+ M4 E = _ 'ME 4 =' “ M4f ” + MF 4 =,“ 58.889k-ln = ~ 4.907 
+ T, = -  T = -  22.968 k~in ,  _ 1 ,914 k -f tIB 1A
+ T2C “ “ T3H "  “ 39,389 k_in ■ ~ 3 .2 8 2  k_;ft
+ T =. -  T12 = + 14.860 k-in = + 1 .238 k -f t
+ T =» -  T -  -  34.860 k-ln -  -  1 .238 k -f t
+ T24 = “ T34 "  + 50.117 k_ln » + 4 .176  k -f t
+ T42 = ~ T43 “ "  50.117 k_in ■ “ 4 .176  k -f t
:-ft
: - f t
Case 8: The flat plate, in this case, is divided into five strips* 
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Fig. 16 Strip layout of olaaped-edgea flat plate for case 8
The flexural end moments are found as follows:
+ MA1 - - “Bl - <®l + 3 ± 1 )AX
(29*)
+ « U  - - »1B " ^  < » L  + ^ £ * )A1
(29b)
+ Mj^ - - Mq2 = 2H2C2 (e^ + 3 i A )
Xj4
(29c)
+ M4L - - “20 - 2 ^  < » *  + 3
14
(29d)
+ % 7  * " %  “ (®7 + 3 t~ ^ (29e)
+ %  - - " ^ 2  < » 7  + 3 (29f)
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The torsional end moments are
+ = ” Tj^ = (0t )x E & l ©x
+ T2C 3 ” T4L ” ^ 2  ®2
+ TX4 " “ T12 “ W "3 ^ ®1 ” 84)
+ T41 “ " T21 “ **3 ^ ®4 " ®1^








(30f)52 “ - t54 =■ <*t>2 e k 4 (®5 " e2)
47 = “ T23 = «t>l EKj (94 - o7)
74 = * T7J = * T32 » — T3E “ ^ > i EK03 (9^ -•«4>
53 " - T56 = <*t>2 EK.4 (05 _
85 *■ - t65 = + T8I =3 — t 6 F - ^t'J2 e k 4 (e8 -■ 05)




Joint equations of equilibrium are 
Joint 1:
+ “lA + “l2 + T1B + T1A " 0





+ M4L + M45 + T41 + T47 = 0
« I 4 + M 4L M45_ + M54 , “
L45
1 H 1 4> -4 “ T4L _ T45 = 0






+ + Tj2 + Tjg => 0






+ H j,k  + K^g + 2T?^ = 0 (3Xh)
% 7 + t M  + 2(:ii?zL^3tZ)_ P = 0 
he? *78 *74 7
(31i)
Joint 8:
+ “87 + **89 + “ 0 (31j)
**78 + M87 _ **69 * **98 + Z(~ **85 ~ M 58)
*78 *189 85 p8 “ 0
(31k)
Joint 9;
4(*fe?-~ ,?*?&) - PQ = 0 (311)
L89 9
Substitute equations (29) and (30) into equation (3l)» we obtain 
twelve simultaneous linear equations:
E(223.317*-^ + 27*2 -  20.439©4 + 5.625 \  + 1.875 a ) -  0 (32a)
E (ll .2 5 e l  -  3 .75*2 + 1*563 A -  0 .1736 ^ )  = 2.005 (32b)
E (-20.439*x + 256.878©4 + 36*5 -  20.439*7 + 7 .5  A + 2.5 A? ) =. 0 (32o) 
e (i .875*x  + 7 . 5*4 -  2. 5*5 -  0.0868 a ^ + 1.215  a  ^ -  0.1157 a
- 0.0868 A ) 3 2.673 (32d)
E(27*x + 192.454*2 “ 28.152*5 - 1.875 A^  ^+ 1.875 A ?) . 0 (32e)
E(-28.152e2 + 36*^ + 200.304*5 - 28.152*g - 2.5 + 2.5 A8) = 0 (32f)
E(5*4 - 0.2315 \  + 0.463 A  - 0.2315 A g) =. 3.564 (32g)
E(-40.87S©, + 256.878*^ + 36*g + 7.5 A ? + 2.5 A g) =» 0 (32h)
E(3.75*2 + 7.5*7 - 2.5*g - 0.1736 A + 1.215A? - 0.1157Ag)
=* 2.673 (32L)
48
E(-56.304©5 + 36©7 + 200.304©s - 2.5 A + 2.5 A ?) =. 0 
E(5©5 + 2.5©? - 0.231 A - 0.1157 a  + 0.463 A g _ 0.1157 A ?) 
= 3.564
E(10©8 - 0.463 a 8 + 0.463 A  ) =. 3.564 
The numerical solutions are
©1 » - 0.5834/E 
©2 = - 0.54S9/E 
©, = - 2.2822/E 
©j a - 2.1652A 
©7 =* — 3 .0362/E
©e = - 2.9H7/E 
A x = + 7.4987A
A ^  = + 30.014 A
At 53 + 14 6.05A  
a 7 = + 39.730A 
Ag  =. + 197.39A 
A ? = + 267.97A
said,
+ MA1 = " *B1 "
+ » - y>2JB ®
+ a - =■
+ M4L 38 * M2C 35 
+ % 7  ~ ” m d 3 = 
+ ^7K 53 “ Mi3D =
=* - 0.1945 x 10~3 rad. 
=* - 0.1830 x 10“3 rad. 
a - 0.7607 x  10“3 rad. 
= - 0.7217 x  10~3 rad. 
= - 1.0120 x  10~3 rad. 
a - 0.9706 x  10”3 rad. 
« + 0.0025 in 
a + 0.0100 in 
a + 0.04S? in 
a + 0.0132 in 
a + 0.065s in 
a + 0.0S93 in
+ 24.736 k-ln = + 2.061 k-ft
- 6.767 k_in = -  0.564 k_ft
+135.820 k_in =. +11.318 k_ft 
If—in k—ft- 28.500 =. - 2.375
+178.690 k_in = +14.891 k-ft





+ **12 ” “ M14 “ “ 4,108 k-ln = - O .342 k-ffc
+ - - 3.176 k_ln = - 0.265 k-ft
+ '*23 = “ %  ” ~ K4 7 - + m j7  - -11.422 k_in
+ **32 “ ~ M3E = ’ M74 " + V  = + 3,39 8 k-in
+ M - - M = + 47.823 k”in = + 3.985 k~ft43 ^3
+ M54 - - Mj2 - + 52.041 k_;Ln - + 4.337 k-ffc
+ M 6 = - - - 27.544 k-ln = - 2.295 k-:ft
+ M65 = " M6F 3 + 50,403 k_in ■ + 4.200 k_ft
+ H^g = - M36 » + 70.725 k"ln - + 5.894 k"1'fc
+ - - M 6 m + 75.215 k-in - + 6.268 k_:ffc
+ “89 - - % 9  = - m69 =* + % 9 - -33.190 k~ ^  
+ M^g = — — + Mc)jj — +71.630 k-ln
+ - - 23.848 k_in = - 1.987 k-ft
+ T2C " “ T4L “ “ 30.905 k-in » - 2.575 k_ffc
+ T14 =* ~ T12 ” + 34.722 k_ln » + 2.893 k_ft
+ » - Ta  - - 34.722 k-in = - 2.893 k-ft
+ T25 = - T45 - + 45.503 k”ln - + 3.79 2 k-ft
+ T?2 = - T - - 45.503 k_in - + 3.792 k~ft
+ T4? - - T23 » + 15.411 k-in - + 1.284 k-ft
+ Ty^ - + T^j — - T32 — - T3g = -15.411 k-ln 
+ T5g » - T56 - + 21.015 k_in = + 1.751 k_ft
+ Ta , » - T » - 21.015 k-ln - - 1.751 k-ft
- 0.952 k-ft 
+ 0.283 k_ffc
-  2.766 k-ft 
+ 5.969 k-ft
- 1.284 k_ft
Case 9: Similar to case 7 except the strip widths are arranged as 
shown in Fig. 17.
Fig. 17
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Strip layout of claaped-edgea flat plate for ease 9
Equations for the flexural end moments are found as follows:
+ MA1 " " “bI "
+ M1A “ - “i b  “
+ M Li|. " ” “c2 "
+ M41 " " M2C "
+ % 7  " ~ **03 " 
+ M?K - - 1^D -
+ “1 2 "
2EK. (ei 4■ 3 ^ i )% 1
2 0 ^ (26x + 3 ± 1 )
XA1
2EK2 ( V ■ 3 i&) T A
2EK, (2©, + 3 ™.it)2 4 * U
"1■ 3 ± 2 )  
■4c7
2EK^ (2©y + 3 i l )
MC7










- M4 1  * 2EK4  (©i + 2©2 - 3 i-1 + 3 t-k)
h *
- M47 * + MJ7 2EK~ (299 - 3 - A  + 3 £ 2 )  **23 L23







- M 2 5 - 2EK5 (2©4  +- ©5 -
M 52 * m 5 (®4 + 2Q5
^ 6  * " M 5S = + MIS
K, 39 - M  39 + M
6F 85 81
« 8 7 “ -
m36 =. 2EK6 (2©? +-©g 
M63 “ ® 6  (®7 + ^ 8
A .
3 — it + 3
L45
■ 3 ^  + 3
L45
2EKg (2S? -
2e k 8 (e5 -
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Equations for the torsional end moments are found as follows:
+ T.IB 3
+ t 2C - 
+ t14 * 
+ T41 *
+ T2 5 3 




« t > l
« b >2
EK1 ©1
e k 2 ©2





























+ a + T?J = - T^2 a - Tgj, = (0t )i (®y “ ©4)
+ T58 - ~ T56 - « t > 2 “ 8 <e5 “ ®8>
+ t85 - + T8I - “ T65 * - T6P - <<*t>2 ^ 8  <®8 " ®5)
+ T36 = t63 “ t69 * T96 = T9H " TH9 ” T78 = T87 " T89 * T98
=a T^Q a Tq^ 13 0 (34k)
Joint equations of equilibrium for this case are same as for ca3e 8. 
Therefore, twelve simultaneous linear equations are obtained by substi­
tuting equations (33) and (34) into equations (31).
E(229.934©! + 26.18©2 - 19.4910^ + 7.61? A x + 1.983 A  ) . 0 (35a)
E(15.233©i  “ 3.96702 + 2.333 A x - 0.2003 A  ) = 1.584 (35b)
E(-19.49ie1 + 296.6130^ + 40.905 - 15.32207 + 11.902 A^  + 3 .098*5)
» 0 (35o)
E d . 9 8 3 %  + O.75802 + 11.9028^ - 3.098© 5 - 0.1002 + 1.972 A
- 0.1565 A 5 - 0.0486 A ? ) = 2.475 (35d)
£(26.180.,^ + 196.277©2 - 32.1070j - 1.983 A x + 0.758A ft + 1.225 A y)
a 0 (35e)
E(-32.107©2 + 40.9©4 + 203.417©5 - 25.38©g - 3 .0 9 8 A 4  + 1.185 Aj 
+ 1.913 Ag) = 0 (35f)
E(6.197©4 + 2.371©5 - 0.313 + 0.4647 A ? - 0.1518 A g) » 3.867 (35g)
E(-30.644©4 + 323.884O7 + 45.82©g + 13.329 a  ? + 3-471A g) = 0 (35h)
E(2.4502 + 13.329©7 - 3.471©s - 0.0972 a 4 + 2.139 A ? - 0.1753 A s) 
a 2.772 (351)
E(-50.46©5 + 45.82©„ + 214.1©g - 3-471 A ? + 1.328 A g + 2.143 A ?)
= 0 (355)
E(3.826©5 + 3.471©7 + 1.328©g - 0.1518 A  - 0.1753 A ? + 0.4121 Ag
- 0.085 A?) a 4 .331




The numerical solutions are
. ©1 » - 0.4095/E = - 0.136$ x 10~3 rad.
©2 - - 0.5003/E =* - 0.166S x 10~3 rad.
©4 =* - 1.S572/E =» - 0.6191 x 10~3 rad.
©5 - - 2.0790/E » - 0.6930 x 10“3 rad.
©7 = - 2.76S4/E =* - 0.922S x 10”3 rad.
©a * - 3.1591/E » - 1.0530 x 10’ 3 rad.
= + 4.1947/E =* + 0.0014 in 
Ak » + 19.717/E =» + 0.00657 in 
« + U3.24/E = + 0.037S in 
Ay =« -f 29.006/E a + 0.00967 in 
» + 172.25/E - + 0.0574 in 
An =» + 266.IO/E ss + 0.0887 in7
and,
+ ^A1 “ ” ^Bl 3 + 1^.684 *^*^ n 3 + 1*390
+ Ku  = - a - 6.902 k_in a - 0.575 k_ft
+ Hj, = - MQ2 a +128.607 k'ln a +10.717 k-ffc
+ ML a - a - 38.541 k-in = - 3.212 k'ft
+ 1 L . - I L »  +208.245 k_in = +17.354 k_ft 
70.810 “  • - 5.901
+ “ l2 3 “ M3if * ~ 3,756 k~in 3 “ 0,323 k”ffc
+ " “ ^41 31 ~ 6.133 " =s - 0.511
+ **23 3 “ % 3  3 ~ M47 3 + MJ7 3 ~ 9#212 k’ln 13 ~ O.76S
+ ^ 2  3 - 3 * «74 3 + = + 1-084 ^ a + 0.090
k-ft
54
+ M45 23 ~ ^25 35 + 52.785 =» + 4*399
+ M54 53 ~ M52 . + 43.718 k~a11 a + 3.6 4 3 k“ft 
+ M56 3 ~ KF6 = - M58 =. + Mia = - 20.752 k":Ln a - 1.729k~ft
+ 6^5 33 - a - = + Mgj = + 46.067 ^  =3 + 3*839^  ^
+ M?g a, - * + 98.750 k"in a + 8.229 k"ft
+ Mgy a - a -J. 80*850 k“in a + 6.738 k“ft
+ ^9 38 " ^G9 3 " m69 3 + %9 58 " 26.335 k“in a - 2.195 k“ft
+ %  = - K9G « - M96 3 + 3 + ^ 7.392 kmm±ri a + 7*283 kmmft
+ T1B 38 “ T1A 3 - 17.560 k- ^  a - 1.463 k-ft
+ T2C a -  t4L a - 35.343 k-in a - 2.945 k“ft
+ t14 * " t12 53 + 28.218 k“in a + 2.352 k~ft
+ T41 * “ T21 3 ‘ 28.218 k“in a - 2.353 k~ft
+ T25 a - T a + 50.688 k~in a + 4.224 k~ft
+ T52 a - t 54 a - 50.688 k”in a - 4.224 k"ft
+ T47 a - T23 a + 13.961 k_in a + 1.163
+ T?4 = - T32 a + Tyj a - T3E a - I3 .96I k"1» a - 1.163
+ I5S 3 ~ I56 38 + 27.251 k~ln a +• 2.271 k”^
+ Tg5 a + T8I a ~ T65 a - T6f a - 27*251 a - 2.271
Case 10: Similar to case 9* except that the strip widths are now 
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Fig. 18 Strip layout of clasped-edges flat plate for case 10
Apply equations (31), (33) end (34). Then, the simultaneous linear 
equations become
E(212.78501 + 28.58©2 - 21.6359^ + 3.974 A x + 2.101 4.) = 0 (36a)
E(7.9470i - 4.203©2 + 1.218 Ai " 0.206 A ) = 2.005 (36b)
£(-21.6359! + 242.19494 + 37.0695 - 20.4390? + 5.15 + 2.725 A $)
" 0 (36c)
£(2.1010! + 0.22602 + 5.1504 - 2.72505 - 0.103 A x + 0.98 A,
- 0.1336 A5 - C.086S A ?) , 2.599 (36d)
£(28.5.80! + 189.20702 - 28.90705 - 2.101 A x + 0.226 A 4 + 1.875 A ?)
=* 0 (36e)
E(-28.90702 + 37.0604 + 200.32705 - 27.30g - 2.725 A 4 + 0.294 A g 
+ 2.431 A g) - 0 (36f)
56
E(5.4584 + °»569*5 - 0.267 + 0.492 Aj - 0.225 Ag) = 3.369 (36g)
E(-2O.43904 + 226.27987 + 3S.120g - 5.297 A „ + 2.803 Ag) =. 0 (36h) 
E(3.7562 + 5.29767 - 2.8036g - 0.1736 A^ + 0.986 A ? _ 0.1374 A g)
- 2.673 (36i)
E(-54.665 + 38.1267 + 202.846g - 2.803 A ? + 0.303 Ag + 2.5 A ?)
= 0 (36j)
E(4.86l65 + 2.80367 + 0.3036g - 0.225 A 5 - 0.1374 a ? + 0.478 Ag 
- 0.1157 A ?) = 3.465 (36k)
E(106g - 0.463 Ag + 0.463 A ?) = 3.564 (361)
The numerical solutions are
©x a - 0.7379/S * - 0.2460 x 10~3 rad.
©2 * - 0.6567/E * - 0.2139 x 10"3 rad.
©4 - - 2.5229/E » - 0.3410 x 10”3 rad.
0nj - 2.2237/E » - 0.7429 x 10“3 rad.
©y = - 3.4459/S a - 1.1486 X 1C”3 rad.
©g a - 2.9713/E a - 0.9906 x 10~3 rad.
A x = + IO.569/S a + 0.00352 in 
A 4 a + 37.693/E a + 0.0126 in 
Atj » + 151.60/S a + 0.0505 in 
Ay as 4. 5O.454/S a 4. 0.0163 HI 
Ag a 4- 204*35/E * + 0.0633 in 
A 9 a + 276.73/2 a + 0.0922 in
and,
+ a — a + 23.346 ^ 3 4- 2.362 ^ ^
57
+ " “ “ ib * “ 7,515 k_in ■ " 0,626 k"ft
+ - - Mgg = +137.890 k-in = +11.491 k~n
+ M4L ” " M2C * ~ 21,060 k_i“ - - 1*755 k-ffc
+ 3 - Kq3 3 +185.386 k—in a +15.449 k~ft
+ H j,k - - Mjp = - 37.909 k"in = - 3.159 k"ft
+ M12 - M-j^  a - 3.957 k_il1 » - 0.330 k“ft
+ M21 - - M41 = - 1.637 k-in = - 0.136 k-ft
+ Mgj - - Mjg - - K47 - + M „  =» -11.534 k_in » - 0.961 k_ft
+ H32 = - M3E =. - M?4 = + Hyj =• + 6.197 k_in » + 0.516 k_ffc
+ M45 » - K25 = + 30.804 k-in =■ + 2.567 k-ft
+ Mj4 = - M52 » + 51.707 k*to - + 4.309 k_n
+ Kj6 » - Mf6= - 26.559 k-in » - 2.213 k-ft
+ K65 - H6f - - Mg. . + a +51.446 k-in - + 4.287 k-ffc
+ Mj,g a - M j6 =. + 56.773 k-in »
+ Mgy a - Mg3 » + 74.845 k_in a
+ “89 a " *G9 ■ ~ 34.270 k_in a
+ W98 * - M9q =* + 72.720 k-in =
+ t1B = - t 1A = ' 27.147 k~in a
*" 72q ~ — 3 — 32.269 k-in 3
+ Tu  - - T12 =1 + 38.619 fc-in a
+ Ty_ a - T91 = - 38.619 k_in a
+ T25 - - T4j a + 45.442 k-in a
+ T52 = - T54 3 - 45.442 k-in a
+ ?47 51 - f 23 * + 18.865 k-in 3
+ T74 a + Tijrj = - T32 a - T3E a
+ T5g - - Tj6 a + 20.286 k-in a
+ Tg5 a + Tgj a - T65 a - Tgp a
+ 4.731 k-ft
+ 6.237 k-ft
- 2.856 k-ft 
+ 6.060 k-ft
- 2.262 k-ft
- 2.689 k-ft 
+ 3.218 k- f t
-  3.218 k -ft 
+ 3 .7 8 7  k- f t
-  3.787 k -ft
+ 1.572 k-ft
-18.865 k"111 > -  1.572 k -ft 
+ 1.691 k -ft
-20.286 k-in „ _ 1>6?1 k -ft
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The deflections at selected points for a total of ten cases of a 
square flat plate, all edges clamped and loaded uniformly, solved by 
the slope-deflecticn-gyr&ticn method and by means of a gridwork have 
been computed. In comparing the computed numerical results with those 
obtained by so-called exact method developed by I. A. Wojtaszak, indi­
vidual graphs have been plotted (Figs. 19 thru 27) for cases 2 thru 10 
respectively. It is 3een that the deflected surface of a flat plate is 
entirely determined for all cases, with the exception of cases 5 thru 7 
when the deflection points for one quadrant represent the deflection 
points for all quadrants since quadrant has the same loading and struc­
ture. In cases 5 thru 7, because an even number of divided strips was 
selected, the maximum deflection of the plate could not be calculated. 
This would be a disadvantage when using a flat plate divided into an 
even number of strips•
Fig. 28 shows that a more accurate approximation, computed from 
the slope-deflection-gyration method, is obtained from case 3 which 
has the edge strip larger and closer to the center line of the grid- 
work. The same fact is found from Fig. 29 of cases 8, 9 and 10 when 
analyzing the plate by increasing the number of strips to five in both 
directions. It is also interesting to note that the values of the de­
flection curves for a center strip-beam are in all cases smaller than 
the theoretical ones. These facts are probably affected by the assump­
tion of the joint loads acting at the grid joints and disregard of
Poisson1 s effect for the flexural stiffness, which will be mentioned 
again in a later discussion under ^Recommendations’*.
The percentage errors ©f the computed deflection in comparison 
with the exact solution are calculated, by taking the central maximum
deflection point, are as follows:
Case 1 - three strips selected -
Case 2 - three strips selected - 8.928%
Case 3 - three strips selected - 3.31+2%
Case 4 - three strips selected - 8.612%
Case 8 - five strips selected — 5.871%
Case 9 - five strips selected 6.501+%
Case 10 - five strips selected 2.811+%
It is readily seen that the maximum deflection of a plate, com­
puted by the slope-deflecti©n-gyration method, compares favorably with 
deflections computed with the exact solution. The maximum percentage 
of error is less than 10^ which is considered to be applicable in the 
engineering works.
When the number of grid strips is increased, a better result can 
be obtained. This effect is to be illustrated by the curves plotted 
in Fig. 30. In this graph, two deflection curves of cases 1 and 8 and 
a theoretical curve are presented. Curves for both cases 1 and 8 were 
developed by selecting the constant width of strips, except that in 
case 8 five strips were taken, while in case 1 only three strips. The 
curve representing case 8 is much closer to the theoretical curve.
The same effect may be seen in Figs. 31, 32 and 33•
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Fig. 19 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections
along the Strip-bean indicated in sketch
(for case 2)
5V^ Distance from left edge (ft) 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 $ *
Grid method 
Exact method
Distance from left edge (ft)
Fig. 20 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections
along the Strip-beam indicated in sketch
(for case 3)
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Fig* 21 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections
along the Strip-beam indicated in sketch
(for case 4)
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Fig* 22 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections
along the strip-beam indicated in sketch
(for case 5)
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18 ft by 18 ft 
All clasped edges
Distance from left edge (ft)
Fig* 23 Theoretical and Nuserical Deflections
along the Strip-beaa indicated in sketch
(for case 6)
Distance from left edge (ft)
Fig. 7k Theoretical and Numerical Deflections




Fig. 25 Theoretical and Numerical Deflectionsalong the Strip-beam indicated in sketch
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Fig* 26 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections along the
Strip-beam indicated in sketch (for case 9)
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Fig. 27 Theoretical and Numerical Deflections along the
Strip-beam indicated in sketch (for oase 10)
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Pig* 2d Elastic deflection curves of center strip-bean under
oases 1 , 2 and 3 , affected by strip widths in gridwork,
coopered with theoretical solution
-o
~o






Fig. 29 Elastic deflection curves of center strip-beam under
cases 7, 8 and 9» affected by strip widths in gridwork,
compared with theoretical solution
Distance from left edge (ft)
Grid method:
case 1 : --------- o--------------
case 8: ---------—O---------
Exact method: ------------- ------o ------------------
Fig* 30 Elastic deflection corves of center strip-beam under
cases 1 and 8, affected by number of the divided strips
in grldwork, compared with theoretical solution
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Fig* 31 Elastic deflection curves of edge strip-beam A under cases 6 and 8, affected
by the nunber of the divided strips in gridwork, compared with theoretical
solution
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18 ft by 18 ft, All cleaped edges
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Pig* 32 Elastic deflection curves of edge strip-bean A under cases 7 and 9, affected
by the mother of the divided strips in gridwork, coopered with theoretical
solution
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18 ft by 18 ft, All clamped edges 18 ft by 18 ft, All Clamped edges
(case 4) (case 10)
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Distance from left edge (ft)
Fig* 33 Elastic deflection curves of edge strip-beam A under cases 4 and 10, affected
by the number of the divided strips in gridwork, compared with theoretical
solution
CONCLUSIONS
The slope-deflection-gyration method as developed in this paper has 
yielded satisfactory results for the solution of the flat plate problem.
This method may be, as felt by the writer, applicable to the practical 
engineering design. When this method is used, not less than three strips 
shall be taken. By dividing the slab into a minimum of three strips 
gives results averaging 92% accurate when compared with theoretical values. 
If a finer division of strips in the gridwork is selected, a solution 
approaching the exact will be obtained.
One of the important factor considered in the gridwork is torsional 
effect# The results show a large percentage of torsions,1 moment obtain­
ed in comparison with the flexural moment.
For all cases represented in this paper, only a square flat plate 
loaded with a uniform load is considered. If an unsymmetrical flat plate 
with an unsymmetrical load is involved, each grid intersection will in­
volve three additional unknowns, and equations covering all four quadrants 
of the plate must be established, since symmetry of loading does not 
exist. Consequently, the solution for unsymmetrical loading is more tedious 
however, all unknowns still can be solved by use of the electronic com­
puter.
The slope-deflection-gyration method can apply to any irregular 
flat plate, with variable thickness, any boundary conditions, any type 
of loadings, any shape, different moduli of elasticity and central 
openings; for which theoretical solution is not available#
rh& ommendations
The -writer of this paper believes that a more accurate deflection 
approximation can te reached if the effect of the Poisson1s ratio is 
considered when computing the flexural stiffness of grid-beams. The 
flexural stiffness of a plate behaves under the term (El/l - 
while the flexural stiffness for a grid-beam was only considered by 
(El). Definitely, the value of joint deflection computed in the pre­
vious gridwork was larger than the theoretical plate deflections, 
since the grid-beam was less stiffer than a plate.
The joint loads for the grid were computed by taking the uniform 
load on the plate from one-half of each the adjacent grid beams form­
ing the joint. Continuity of the gridwork is not considered when joint 
loads are determined by this process. Continuity could be recognized 
by determining the joint loads, as discussed above, and computing the 
fixed end moments. When these fixed end moments are distributed, an 
end shear at the joints can be calculated. By adding this end shear 
to the simple joint load, a continuity joint load is formed. If this 
continuity joint load is considered, a more accurate value but higher 
than the exact one will be obtained. How the uniform load should be 
distributed to the grid-beams so as to make the gridwork have better 
plate characteristics, needs additional study.
1. J. P. Den Hartog, "Advanced strength of materials", McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., New York, 1952. pp. 113-114
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VALUES OF THEORETICAL DEFLECTIONS 
FOR A SQUARE FLAT PLATE WITH CLAMPED ALONG FOUR EDGES
X (ft) y (ft) w (in) x (ft) y (ft) w (in)
7.50 7.50 0.0004633 6.50 0.00 0.0243869
7,50 4*20 0.0066661 6.00 6.00 0.0109468
7.50 3.00 0.0085958 6.00 0.00 0.0328606
7.50 0.00 0.0107058 5.00 5.00 0.0253015
7.20 7.20 0.0014798 5.00 0.00 0.0491001
7.20 3.60 0.0105683 4.20 4.20 0.0397498
7.20 2.70 0.0122956 4.20 0.00 0.0613957
7.20 0.00 0.0145943 3.60 3.60 0.0513344
7.00 7.00 0.0024401 3.60 0.00 0.0697565
7.00 3.60 0.0126339 3.00 3.00 0.0627565
7.00 0.00 0.0173869 2.70 2.70 0.0681786
6.75 6.75 0.0039798 2.25 2.25 0.0757063
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